Measurement of distributions of small-scale energy depositions from low-linear energy transfer particles using the superheated drop detector.
We have developed a new detection method for measuring distributions of energy depositions from particles characterized by low linear energy transfers (LETs). In particular, we have developed a detection system to measure energy depositions produced by electrons and photons on nanometer scales. The detector is based upon the operational principles of the superheated drop detector (SDD). SDDs consist of tiny droplets of superheated liquid suspended within a gel-like emulsion. The SDDs in this study are fabricated using Freon-115 and a glycerol-based gel as the superheated liquid and host medium. This SDD configuration is operated as a threshold temperature-dependent detector for measuring nanoscopic distributions of energy depositions from low-LET particles. Measured results are compared to the calculated distributions of energy depositions along an electron track. A new electron track code, ESLOW3.1, is used to perform the computational study. Measurements show good agreement with computational results in the energy deposition range of 40-200 eV.